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Dear Miss Isabelle

I received a memo of last 28th in reference to the three shift jobs instead of two shift jobs as a winnipeg whip. I note you say the matter has been taken up by the proper committee, but with I am going to give a little more information along some lines for your committee for all data and information you may write to Mr. H.O.S. Sanderson.
Scotland Ave. Tofaka
Kyan. Conceiving the Way
the St. L. on March
The 10 the 1921 per month
before the National agreeing
ran Out Changed 2 1/2 yrs
at Ward Sholes from 8
to 11 and 1/2 hours
and Cut the 4am on
an average of 25 to 30
Center per hour. The Federal
Labor Board only granted
the 1914 R.R. of the United
States a 12 item cent cut
on July 1 1921. Rule an
antidote 32 in jars. Tikiboy
more by the St. L. R.R. 194
Thomson and R.R. of 194
if this matter can be adjusted between you and firm Bluff Arbko eyes all of and down the line will be relieved of 

silence, if from Arkansas desire to take their matter up with War first thu can communicate write me

J. F. Payley, Agent 

Power 9 to 5 P.M. 

R.R. Cr. Tyler Texas 

Great relief also can be obtained for unemployment if all inexpert in other 

was force to the eight hour 

shift, ice plant, laundry 

planters and places
While Liberal room men are working 12 hour condensed so two men give room for one more. This is due to a 9 hour long or enforce the eight hour plan.

Grave Dewey Daily
20 Sept 09.